
Modifying Type



“    The goal of good typography is like fabric. it should 
be evenly woven together…where all facets and all 
parts of the letter forms work together. Sometimes 
if you have one letter in the alphabet that doesn’t fit 
in with the look of the others it can affect readability. 
one letter “changed” can effect the texture, evenness 
and reading of the entire word, font/page.”   
       — Juliet Shen
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Modifying Type: effects of a letter “change”
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Modifying Type: effects of a letter “change”
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do’s and don’ts

1. don’t stretch type
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UGH 
Helvetica Neue

Modifying Type: Don’t stretch type



UGH 
Helvetica Neue

Modifying Type: Don’t stretch type



UGH 
Helvetica Neue Condensed Bold

Modifying Type: Don’t stretch type



UGH 
Helvetica Neue Condensed Bold 

Helvetica Neue Bold Stretched to match the condensed

UGH 
Modifying Type: Don’t stretch type



When the baseline, x-height and cap height curve, 
manually draw the letters forms, adjusting their shape, 
width and weight to flow with the curves. Then digitally 
render the finessed letter forms.

— Cap heighT —

— x-heighT —

— baSeline —

horizonTal  

STroke guide

Modifying Type: Do manually Draw letter forms



The entire word should feel the effects of the curve.

Modifying Type: Do manually Draw letter forms



do’s and don’ts

1. don’t stretch type
2. do keep your solution simple
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Minimal adjustment of letter forms, spacing and weight:

original Type 
(bodoni no 1 iTaliC)

uprighT v added,
SpaCing adJuSTed

leTTerS CondenSed,
STroke WeighT Thinned

neW doT added To  
The “i”

Modifying Type: Do keep your solution simple



Combine typographic styles from the same family. 
Minimal adjustments for case, weight and spacing.

all CapS helveTiCa loWerCaSe leTTerS inSerTed

a Thinner WeighT of helveTiCa WiTh a 
CoMparable STroke WeighT iS SubSTiTuTed

loWerCaSe CharaCTerS ThiCkened To MaTCh  
The CapiTalS: SpaCing iS adJuSTed

Modifying Type: Do keep your solution simple



Mix aspects from two different typefaces within the 
word or words of the logo.

 STeve SanSTroM ShaW Jelveh deSign

Modifying Type: Do keep your solution simple



do’s and don’ts

1. don’t stretch type
2. do keep your solution simple
3.  do respect the original underlying structure of the 

typographic system when making adjustments 
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Modified letters and custom letters often conform to 
the classic architectural letter forms and stroke axis.

Modifying Type: Do respect the original structure



even minor adjustments can give type a new or more 

complex voice. an act as straightforward as rounding 

sharp corners or creating a stencil from a particular 

character can completely change the tone of a type 

treatment. Modifying an existing font shifts it from  

type into the realm of custom lettering, giving the  

letters their own unique flavor.

Choosing an existing typeface such as helvetica, 

modify one word in several different ways to see how 

these alterations affect the appearance and tone of the 

letters. pay careful attention to the type’s underlying 

system. Modifications to one letter can affect the 

rest of the word in unforeseen ways and may require 

compensations in weight, spacing and width. any 

adjustments should respect the relationships of the 

typographic system.

Modifying Type: exercise



do’s and don’ts

1. don’t stretch type
2. do keep your solution simple
3.  do respect the original underlying structure of the 

typographic system when making adjustments 
~   if you need to stretch the type, do it manually to 

keep the integrity of the typographic structure.  
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iT
Helvetica Neue Condensed Bold
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Create outlines and select key 
areas to stretch manually
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A custom stretched Helvetica 
Neue Condensed Bold
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do’s and don’ts

1. don’t stretch type
2. do keep your solution simple
3.  do respect the original underlying structure of the 

typographic system when making adjustments 
~   if you need to stretch the type, do it manually to 

keep the integrity of the typographic structure.  
4.  do consider designing your own custom lettering  

if modifying a type face is not achieving the  
desired outcome.
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When designing letters, start with the x-height and 
then the ascender/descender to set the proportions 
of a letter/font.  draw the inside of the letter then the 
outside of the letter.

if you will be creating an entire font, start with the initial character set “adhesion”. 

almost all other letter forms are based on those core letters.

Modifying Type: creating custom letters



Which space is more important for reading a letter 
form — the inside negative space | counter — or the 
outer rim? 
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Modifying Type: Designer samples





do’s and don’ts

1. don’t stretch type
2. do keep your solution simple
3.  do respect the original underlying structure of the 

typographic system when making adjustments 
~   if you need to stretch the type, do it manually to 

keep the integrity of the typographic structure.  
4.  do consider designing your own custom lettering  

if modifying a type face is not achieving the  
desired outcome.
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